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ABSTRACT
We present two data augmentation methods that are suitable for an automatic piano transcription. After deep learningbased approaches are applied to the diverse music information
retrieval problems, the performance of automatic piano transcription is also improved. However, a lack of dataset with
various music genres causes the difficulty in model generalization. To solve this problem, we analyzed the two major piano transcription dataset and suggest data augmentation
methods in both symbolic and audio domain based on Onsetsand-Frames architecture. Also, to maximize the performance,
we tried the meta learner system to find out the best hyperparameters, and used model ensemble.
Index Terms— Piano, piano transcription, onsets-andframes, mixup, stochastic data augmentation, multipitch,
music
1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic music transcription (AMT) is a task that find out
multiple musical notes in polyphonic music with various
kinds of instruments. It is considered as the one of the most
difficult task in music information retrieval (MIR) because of
the interference among notes.
Piano transcription is a specific subtask of AMT, which
finds notes from audio with piano only. Among early researchers, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) was usually used for AMT [1]. After deep learning-based approaches
started to get noticed, convolutional neural networks (CNN)
[2] and recurrent neural networks (RNN) [3] are used to improve AMT performance. Recently, Google suggests Onsetsand-Frames model [4] that uses both convolutional neural
networks and recurrent neural networks to find onsets and
frames to predict musical notes.
2. DATASET
In piano transcription, we need a pair of audio and symbolic
labels for each song. However, it is very difficult to make
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audio-midi paired data with real audio, and this is one of the
major obstacles to make a fine piano transcriber. Recently,
MAPS [5] and MAESTRO [6] datasets which contain aligned
MIDI data with disklaviers to help MIR researchers, but there
is still a problem that most songs are classical music.
2.1. MAESTRO
MAESTRO dataset [6] is a piano performance dataset with
over 200 hours of recorded audio and aligned note labels.
The songs in the MAESTRO dataset are from the International Piano-eCompetition, which recorded the performance
with Yamaha Disklaviers that captures note onset, offset, velocity, and pedal information.
2.2. MAPS
MAPS database [5] is a piano dataset with real and virtual audio. There are four sets in MAPS, and one of them called the
MUS set is a set with pieces of music recorded by disklavier.
In the MUS set, there are about 238 pieces of classical and
traditional music recordings.
Because the MUS set is recorded by disklavier, it provides
an exact pair of MIDI and audio. However, because the MUS
set is recorded by MIDI playing, the notes are quantized and
all of them have the same velocity.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
To improve Onsets-and-Frames piano transcriber, we applied
two different data augmentation methods for audio and symbolic domain. In the symbolic domain, we applied stochastic
data augmentation method to create augmented scores, and
synthesized audio through soundfont. Four sound fonts are
used for synthesizing the piano sounds including YDP-Grand
Piano, Kawai Stereo Grand, Kawai Upright Piano, and Steinway Grand Piano.
In the audio domain, we applied mixup [7] in melspectrogram domain while training to make generalized model in
audio domain.
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Table 1. Comparison results of single models and ensemble models.
3.1. Stochastic Data Augmentation
Three data augmentation methods are applied in the symbolic
domain: key transition, key change, and tempo change. We
selected the integer values between 0 and 11 for the first two
data augmentation methods and tempo change values are selected in between 0.5 and 1.5. All these values having uniform distribution are randomly selected. Especially, the lower
limit, 0.5 value, makes the original music slower. In this step,
we could additionally consider the note frequency, the data
augmentation probability map, and timing of the key change.
3.2. Mixup Data Augmentation
To increase the accuracy of the model and avoid overfitting,
we applied a novel data augmentation approach called mixup
[7], which simply mixes the two randomly sampled inputs
and labels. It is quite similar to the method called betweenclass learning [8], which is originally used for audio classification. However, because between-class learning is not appropriate for the multi-label problem, we applied mixup instead
of between-class learning for the project.
3.3. Meta Learner
Two processes, both hyper parameter-tunning and neural architecture search, are performed in the meta learner. Totally
eight parameters, which are categorized into three areas, are
grid-searched through meta learner. The first group includes
functional parameters including the weight of the mixup data
augmentation and the adversarial loss. The second category
parameters contain learning related values such as learning
rate, learning rate decay rate, learning rate decay steps, and
input sequence length. The last categorical parameters are related with the neural network architecture: the number of output in convolutional layers and the number of recurrent network output in the long short term memory (LSTM) layers.
Hyper parameter tunning is experimented with these eight parameters. All the combinations of the hyperparameter sets are
fully trained up until 150,000 iterations. The best twelve parameter sets for both MAPS and MAESTRO datasets are selected.
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Table 2. The result of threshold change in single-domain ensemble model.
3.4. Ensemble
To increase the performance of the network, we chose the
best models and applied the ensemble. For choosing the best
models, we used two strategies: multi-domain and singledomain. For multi-domain, we chose models that shows the
best performance in onset f1 score and onset-offset f1 score
for MAPS, MAESTRO, and both. For single-domain, we
chose top three models that shows the best performance
each in the onset f1 score and onset-offset f1 score for both
datasets.

3.5. Threshold Optimization
To find the best threshold for the onset network and frame
network to get better results, we tried both threshold from 0.1
to 0.9 with interval size 0.1 in MAESTRO validation set. Most
networks showed the best result with onset threshold 0.3 and
frame threshold 0.5.

4. RESULTS
For evaluation, we measured f1 score for onsets and offsets
of both MAPS and MAESTRO dataset with the best single
model and ensemble model for each domain. As shown in Table 1, ensemble models show the best results for all 6 metrics,
and single-domain ensemble model shows the best results for
5 results except onset f1 score for MAPS.
The result of models with optimized threshold is written
in Table 2.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the data augmentation method for
piano transcription in both audio and symbolic domain. We
showed that our approach is effective for Onsets-and-Frames
based network to find more accurate musical notes. As future
work, we aim to add more recent data augmentation methods
like manifold-mixup [9], and have a plan to make own dataset
contain non-classical music for model generalization for more
diverse genres.
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